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The Vicissitudes of Vasitthi I Vasistha . . . . 
who became insane due to the loss of her child 

-From Therl-gatha to Mahayana-

To KrichnaRiboud, in Memoriam 

Hubert Durt 

In the Buddhist tradition, several stories about mothers losing 

their children may be found in the Pali Therl,giithii, the versified sayings 

of the elder nuns or, in the words of C.A.F. Rhys Davids, the "Psalms 

of the Sisters 1l." But we also find these human dramas in Sanskrit 

sources and in Chinese translations based on Indian originals. Vasitthi 

(Sanskrit: Vasi1?tha or Vasi1?th1) is one of those mothers, and her legend 

has been diffused throughout a large part of the ancient Buddhist 

world 2 J. This article focuses on variations in the tale of Vasitthi whose 

grief at the loss of her children drove her to madness and who was later 

converted by the Buddha. As is to be expected, this conversion is effected 

through various teachings. The doctrinal aspect cannot be taken into 

full consideration in this article due to the limits of space. 

Remnants of the Sanskrit Sthaviri,giitha 

As for Sanskrit material, we must first acknowledge that almost 

nothing remains from the Sanskrit collection that was comparable to 

the Pali Therl,gatha. From summaries of what Etienne Lamotte 3
l called 

the "K?udraka Sanskrit" , we know that there were Bhik?UlJ'igatha 4 
l or 

Sthavir'igatha. These standard lists are mostly known through texts 

related to the Vinaya of the Mulasarvastivadin. Most of the content 

of these lists consists of gathii that seem to have been devotionally 

sung during the night and in times of distress 5 >. Probably because these 
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giithii did not belong exclusively to a monastic context, the Sthavira

giithii and the Sthavir'igiithii are often omitted from the lists. The 

omission of the Sthavir'igiithii could be explained a fortiori when there 

was no female context. 

A collection of Bhiksun'igiithii or Sthavir'igiithii is no longer 
< • • 

extant in Sanskrit, Chinese or Tibetan, but we can still find a few 

quotations that seem to originate from these Sthavirigiithii. Although 

they have no such title, their content is close to stanzas in the Pali 

The rig iithii. 

Let us first point out that there are two stanzas attributed to a 
' certain S ukla that match the Ther'igiithii's stanzas of Subha 6 ) in the 

Bhik?un'i-Vinaya of the Lokottara-Mahiisiif[Lghika, edited by Prof. 

Gustav Roth 7). In her French translation and study of this scripture, 

Edith Nolot has established the correlation between the two texts 8
). 

Moreover, another figure in the Ther'igiithii, Vasitthi (or Vasetthi), 

named "Vasil?thi" in Sanskrit by Vasubandhu and "Vasil?tha-sagotra 

Bramal)i" by Y a§omitra and who should be called "Vasil?tha" according 

to the customary Chinese transcription of her name (~f.l. [!m] llt) has 

attracted my attention. The middle character of her name is written 

!m only in Gm;abhadra's translation of the Saf!lyuktiigama. We find 

her as ~f.l.llt in the "agamic tradition" of the Saf[Lyuktiigama, in the 

Sutriilaf[Lkiira and in the Mahayanic Mahiiparinirvii7Jasutra. Xuanzang 

uses the reduced form ~f.l. in his translation of the Abhidharmakosa, 

but he uses ~Wfjl in his translation of the Mahiivibhiisii leaving in 

question the restitution of the final syllable as 'thii' or as 'th'i.' 

As originally a Brahmin's wife, she appears in two passages of 

the Therigiithii both of which are connected to the death of children. 

The first episode is the more attested in literature: after the death of 

one or six children, she recovers from her grief-induced madness by the 

sight (Sk. darsana) of the Buddha. The second episode is a consequence 
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of the first: having taken religious vows, she is not affected by the 

death of one more child, and she succeeds in getting her whole family, 

more upset than she, to follow her in "leaving home." In some accounts 

the household chariot driver is included in the "contagion de l'exemple." 

The double tradition concerning Vasitthl in the Therigiithii 
As is well known, every stanza or group of stanzas in this collec

tion of hymns appears under the name of a nun, a bhikkhun'i, who 

became an elder, a Ther'i, in the nun's community. Some of these Theris, 

such as Mahapajapati Gotami, Kisa Gotami or Uppalava:ryga, are 

famous figures in the legend of the Buddha, while other nuns are known 

only through the biographical sketch, dealing mostly with their karmic 

past, that was compiled in the fifth century by Dhammapala, found 

in the sixth part, devoted to the Ther'igatha, of his large seven-part 

commentary (Atthakatha), the Paramattha-dipan'i9
). Older than the 

commentaries, but later than the Ther'igatha, the Apadana collection 

includes a section (part 4, Ther'i-apadana) devoted to the nuns. This 

Ther'i-apadana, spoken by nuns, is a kind of supplement to the Therigatha 

dealing mostly with the former lives, and thus with the karmic past, 

of forty Ther'is10
l. 

I. The Vasighl Chapter [Ther'igatha vv. 133-138] 

There are two groups of stanzas in the Ther'igatha that describe 

Vasitthi's tribulations and salvation. The first is a set of six stanzas 

appearing under her name, which I will call the Vasitthi Chapter. In a 

first-person monologue, Vasitthi expresses her sorrow at the loss of 

her child (or children) ( puttasoka) , a sorrow reaching madness ( khi

ttacitta visaiiiiinO, as she ran miserably, naked and with dishevelled 

hair (nagga pakir;r;akes'i) for three years ( vv. 133-134). 

In the next two stanzas, she describes recovering her mind (cittaT'[1 
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pafiladdhiina) through the vision (addassiimi) of Gotama in Mithila, 

her greeting to him ( vanditviina) and his teaching of the dhamma 

through compassion (anukampiiya) for her. 

In the final two stanzas, she tells about entering the Community 

· (pabbajim anagiiriyam ) , the extinction of her sorrow ( sabbe sokii 

samucchinnii pahinii etadantikii) and her gaining knowledge (pariiiiiiitii) 

of the grounds ( vatthu) from which is the origin of grief ( sokiina 

sambhava). 

These six stanzas constitute a standard Then's monologue. Such 

compositions make up perhaps one-third of the hymns of the Therigiithii. 

This short and "exclamative" text is not reproduced as such in the 

Sanskrit or the Chinese tradition. 

II. The Sundarl Chapter [Therigiithii vv. 312-337] 

The second group of Ther'igiithii stanzas related to V asi tthi, 

whose name is often written as "Vasetthi", is longer than the previous 

one. It is found among the dialogues that constitute a conspicuous part 

of the Therigiithii collection. This poetical composition appears under 

the name of Sundari and so can be called the Sundari Chapter. This 

embryonic drama features seven characters: a Brahmin of Bara!}asi, 

called Sujata; a Brahmin lady called Vasetthi; a charioteer ( siirathi); 

the wife of the Brahmin; their daughter Sundari; the Theri preceptor 

of Sundari; and finally the Buddha who welcomes Sundari in Savatthi. 

The Pali commentary also says that Sundari enters the religious life 

with her mother (Comm., Transl. p. 290). We will see later that in the 

agamic rendering of the event, the two ladies, Vasetthiand the Brahmin's 

wife/Sundari's mother, are one and the same person. The third woman, 

the preceptor, is mentioned only in the Pali commentary ( Comm., 

Transl. p. 296). She is absent from the agamic tradition. Nevertheless, 

the vocatives ("lady", ayye, v. 330 and 332) and the lofty epithet 
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("lovely ornament of the order of the elder nuns", kalyiiTJi therisan

ghassa sobha7Je, v. 331) that Sundari addresses to this "preceptor" just 

after having been encouraged by her mother to leave the world, induces 

the reader to believe that it is in fact Vasetthi herself who plays that 

role of "preceptor". 

The chapter starts brutally with a question that Sujata adresses 

to Vasetthi, calling her first with the vocative bhoti (v. 312), then 

Briihma7Ji Viisetthi ( v.313), later shortened to Viisetthi ( v. 316). He 

asks her why is she no longer mourning (paritappasi) her seven dead 

children. In the following dialogue, Vasetthi mentions the city of 

Mithila (v. 317) where she heard the dhamma for the abandonment of 

all pain ( sabbadukkhappahiiniiya). Knowing the true doctrine ( uiiiiia

saddhammii, she thrusts away grief for her sons (puttasokam byapiinu

dim, v. 318). Sujata decides to go to Mithila to meet the Buddha ( v. 

319). He will become there a "knower of the true doctrine", leaving the 

wor Id (pabbajita) ( vv. 320-323). 

Next there is an interlude ( vv. 324-326) in which the charioteer 

who had to inform Sujata's wife about her husband's new status now 

wishes in his turn to follow his master into the religious life. Thereafter 

Sundari, told by her mother that she is now the heiress (diiyadikii kule, 

v. 327) of the wealth left by her father, expresses the desire to follow 

him: as she was afflicted by grief for her son (puttasokena addita), 

she is afflicted by the loss of her brother (bhiitu sokena additii v. 328). 

Her mother, showing her experience of the religious life, encourages 

Sundari ( v. 329) . 

In the finale ( vv. 330-337), Sundari, who has already become a 

trainee ( sikkhamiinii) well advanced on the holy way, asks her uniden

tified "preceptor" (who might be her mother) for permission to go to 

Savatthi to meet the Buddha. Before receiving the approval of the 

Buddha ( v. 337), she calls him briihma7Ja and declares herself to be his 
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natural daughter born from his mouth (dhUa orasa mukhato jatii, v. 

336). 

It is in this Sundari Chapter, in v. 313, that Vasetthiis presented 

as. having lost seven children ( satta puttiini) . Another reading is 

"hundreds of children" ( sata-puttiini). This reading could be influenced 

by the following verse ( v. 314) in which Vasettlii alludes rhetorically 

to the hundreds of children and of groups of parents (natismigha) that 

for her as for the Brahmin have been consumed ( khiidita) by death in 

the past. In favor of the reading "seven" is the fact that the number 

of seven children is a common feature in the non Pali tradition that 

will be presented below. 

Although the meeting with the Buddha in Mi thila is a common 

feature of the two chapters, the commentator seems to be reticent to 

establish an identification of Vasetthi Ther"i with the wife of the Brah

min. As we will see, in the agamic version of the story, it is Vasi~thi, 

cured of her madness by the Buddha, who will be leading her husband 

and her daughter on the holy way through her encouragement to free 

themselves from the sorrow caused by the death of a child. 

The story of Vasitthi that will be diffused in Sanskrit and m 

Chinese seems thus to be based on a source close to these two accounts 

of the Ther"igathii. The madness of the mother is expressed in the first 

Vasitthi Chapter, her serenity at the loss of her last child is expressed 

in the second group of stanzas, the Sundari Chapter. Except for a few 

elements known only in Chinese that we will examine later, we can say 

that the basic plot of the Vasitthi I Vasetthi story appears in the Pali 

Ther"igiithii. 

One might wonder about the discrepancy in the Ther'igiithii 

between the first account, her monologue, in which Vasitthi expressed 

her wish to become a nun: pabbajim anagariyam ( v. 13 7 ) , and the 

second account, the Sundari Chapter, where Vasetthi seems to be rein-
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serted into family life. In the Pali account, we must admit that it is 

not made clear that the Brahma7JL V asetthi exhorting the Brahmin 

Sujata, father of Sundari, could be both his wife and a Ther7:. 

The death of a child 

The drama of the death of a child is not exclusive to the story 

of Vasitthi. It is a rather common feature of the life of future nuns, 

as shown by two other, more famous, stories about the TherT; Kisa 

Gotami and the Ther7: Patacara. For these two women, the Thengatha 

and its commentary are not the best sources to read about their tribu

lations: their stories have been diffused in other works of the Pali and 

non Pali literaturell). I will mention the first case: Kisa Gotami, in one 

of the stories attached to her name, was a poor woman who, in despair 

at the loss of her son, asks the Buddha for a remedy. He tells her to 

bring him a sesame seed from a house in Benares that has never experi

enced death. The second case is the story of the chain of catastrophes 

that plague Patacara, not told in the stanzas of the Ther7:gatha ( vv. 

112-116), but prominent in the commentaries12
' on these stanzas, as in 

the Apadana (No 21, v. 31): just after having given birth to her second 

son, Patacara loses in the space of one day her husband, killed by a 

snake, her two sons, drowned in a flood; and her family, killed in a 

fire. In the Ther7:gatha, Patacara Then is surrounded by a group of 

five hundred nuns ( vv. 127-132) all of whom were motivated to join the 

order by the loss of a child. Another case in the Ther7:gatha is Ubbiri 

Ther7: (vv. 51-53), who lost her daughter called Jiva (life); and in the 

Udana13
' we find the the famous laywoman Visakha, who lost her 

granddaughter, sometimes called Datta. 

Sometimes there are overlaps in these sad stories, which were 

probably topics of sermons in the oral tradition. For example, we find 

an element of the Patacara story in the stanzas (Ther7:gatha, vv. 218-
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219) told by Kisa Gotami and inversely it is to Kisa Gotami that is 

attributed a summary of the Vasitthi legend in the Da zhidu lun14
'. 

Moreover, in the Patacara's stanzas kept not in the Ther'igiithii but in 

the Ther'iapadiina (no 21, vv. 32-34), her sorrow after her triple loss 

and her meeting with the Buddha can be compared with the legend of 

Vasitthi. Her three catastrophes on the same day, although absent from 

the stanzas, are described in the commentary of these stanzas. 

Resignation in the Pali tradition and in the Abhidharmakosa-vyiikhyii 

of Y asomitra 

A though the death of a child is a sad but all too common experi

ence, we may observe that the Buddha uses various arguments to induce 

the mothers to accept their sorrow. In Vasitthi's story, there is much 

emphasis on the fact that VasiHhi had been driven insane and is just 

recovering. In the Udiina and similar texts, when the Buddha is teaching 

a learned lady like Visakha who is weeping for her lost granddaughter, 

the Buddha is rather sharp: pain comes from clinging to what is dear 

(piya, pema), he admonishes her: do not be attached and you will not 

suffer. This advice is a common refrain in the monkish wisdom of the 

Dhammapada. In the female world of the Therigiithii the response to 

grief is often more subtle: samsiira is a place where people "come and 

go" (iigata gata), Patacara tells her five hundred followers ( vv. 127-

128). In other cases, and especially in the case of Vasitthi, who in some 

accounts has lost six or seven children, Vasetthi herself, answering 

Sujata, refers to the huge number of people devoured by death (vv. 314-

315). Why lament? We have seen that the metaphors they use are :related 

to feeding death. 

In Sanskrit, the same flesh-eating (bhak?ita, khiidita) imagery, 

in reference to the burial place where wild animals devour corpses, 

appears in Yasomitra's citation of an unnamed Sthavir'igiithii. Corn-
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menting in the Abhidharmakosa-vyiikhyii on Vasubandhu's mention 

of Vasi~thi's madness inhisAbhidharmakosa, Yasomitra tells Vasetthi's 

story and ends with a quotation of four stanzas. They are introduced 

by a insensitive joke of the husband (svabhariit) of Vasistha-sagotra 

Brahmal).i, who is himself dejected after the loss of their seventh child. 

"He says to her: 'You were lamenting the death of your children and 

now this time you don't lament. Is it because your children have been 

eaten by you that you cannot lament?"' (tvaT}'"Lpiirvaf!'"Lputra-maraiJena 

paritaptii' si. ldiinif!'"L nasi paritaptii. Nunaf!'"L te putriis tvayii bhak?itiif;? 

Yato na paritapyasa iti). This passage in prose corresponds to the first 

stanza of Sujata in the Sundari Chapter of the Therigiithii (vv. 312-313). 

The stanzas pronounced then by Vasi~tha-sagotra Brahmai).i in Sanskrit 

are similar but more extended than the corresponding stanzas pronounced 

by Vasetthi ( vv. 314-315). This Sanskrit version of the story also had 

the merit of demonstrating the connection that must have existed 

between the two chapters, separated in the Therigiithii, of Vasitthi and 

of Sundari. 

Insanity caused by sorrow [Wogihara ed., Abhidharmakosa-vyiikhyii 

of Yasomitra, pp. 396.3-31] 

If we think in terms of certain stories having been "topics of 

sermon", we can understand how the sad story of Vasitthi has been 

diffused in very different Buddhist texts in the non Pali tradition. First 

of all, this story belongs to the .Agama scriptures and can be found in 

the two Chinese translations of the SaT}'"Lyuktiigama15J. It is referred to 

as a case of sorrow causing madness in encyclopedic works such as the 

Da zhidu lun (under the name, as I said before, of Kisa Gotami) or the 

Abhidharmakosd6land its commentary the Vyiikhyii17lquoted just above. 

Vasi~tha is described as insane in the SutriilaT}'"Lkiira, attributed 

to Asvaghosa18
l, a collection of tales whose Chinese translation is often 
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close to the fragments of the Kalpanamm;u}itika compiled by Kumara

lata19l. The case of Vasisthi is presented as an example of the benevolence 

(maitr"i) of the Buddha using his superpowers (abhijiia) in the largest 

encyclopedical work, the Mahavibhii?fi of Kashmir20
> and in one of the 

most influential Mahayanasutra, the Mahapariniruar;wsutra21
J, whose 

sources are often very close to the sources used in the Mahavibhiif?ii22>. 

As is well known, this Mahayanasutra has almost nothing common 

with the shorter sutra on the last moments of the Buddha's life, although 

they have the same title in Pali, Sanskrit and in Chinese 

transla tions23J. 

Vasi~tha in the SutralaT(tkara [T no 201, k. 7, [ 43], p. 296al7] 

The references to Vasitthi I Vasif?tha in the Da zhidu lun and in 

the Abhidharmakosa are presented almost as a clinical case of madness 

caused by sorrow ( soka) in longer sections on insanity (a topic that 

deserves more study). The same would at first appear to be the case 

with the brief mention of Vasif?tha as "insane due to the loss of child" 

~~-TJ.I~L in the so-called Sutralamkara, but it is worth noting that 

here Vasistha appears in a list of famous women: nuns, laywomen, 

women of dubious morality. 

In this "schon Erzahlung 43", as described with admiration by 

Ltiders24
> or, in the words of La Vallee Poussin, "le joli morceau ou 

Baghavat exalte l'universalite de sa predication25l", the Indian poet 

(Asvaghosa or Kumaralata) highlights the perfect impartiality of his 

hero: "In the Law of the Buddha, compassion is without partiality" 

~JL,~{ljl~. This message is addressed to a destitute member of the 

sweeper caste whose name can be reconstructed as Nithi, Nitha or Nita. 

For him, the Buddha selects (not without benevolent humor) twenty 

couples of completely contrasting personalities to whom he preaches 

the same Law in terms appropriate to the character of each of his forty 
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listeners. For example, the renunciation of sa~sara is taught to both 

the sedate and meticulous monk Kankha-Revata26
l, who enjoys medita

tion, and to V asi!?tha "driven insane by the loss of her child," whose 

image was that of a woman in despair and dishevelled. Along the same 

lines, the chaste laywoman Vaisakha is paired with the indecent Utpala 

Jl*, who might well designate the nun Utpalavan;a whose adventurous 

life is well known27l; the queen Samavati (whose name is problematic: 

51t1R1~) is contrasted with her slave Khujjutara who is the most ac

complished at listening to the Buddha; the venerable Gautami, step

mother of the Buddha, is matched with a seven-year-old girl, who is 

already a novice and subjugatingtheheretics. TheSanskritreconstruction 

of her name ~*I remains problematic. 

Intervention of Ananda 

It is important to note that most of the non-Pali tradition makes 

an addition to the Vasitthi story that is unknown in the Therfgatha. 

This added element, accurately told in the Abhidharmakosa-uyakhya, 

involves Ananda, the Buddha's disciple and well known as a "supporter" 

of women and nuns. We know from the Ther'igatha stanzas that for 

three years Vasitthi, a Brahmar;'i, was insane, running naked here and 

there until she saw from afar the Buddha teaching in Mithila. In the 

non-Pali tradition, it is the Buddha who sees her from afar and orders 

Ananda to take her a monastic dress (uttarasamga) to cover her nudity. 

This gesture is of course a tribute to decency enabling the lady to greet 

the Buddha and to listen to his sermon. But the gift of monastic clothing 

seems also to have some ritual value that could probably be revealed 

through a comparison of this account with other accounts of the bestowal 

of monastic robes. Nakedness, madness and monastic clothes are 

enduring themes in the Buddhist "imaginaire", as has been shown by 

Bernard Faure28>. 
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The vocation of an entire family in the Samyuktiigama [Tno 99, k. 44, 

[278], pp. 317b-318b; Tno 100, k. 5, [92], pp. 404b-405a. Tno 2121, k. 

23, p. 125ab]. 

The situation of Vasitthi as a mother and as a wife is made 

more clear when we look at the "agamic tradition," i.e., the two 

(rather different) Chinese versions of the SaT[tyuktiigama29l. In those 

accounts, close, for the first part, to theaccountoftheAbhidharmakosa

vyiikhyii, there is a precision absent from the latter work. After her 

meeting with theBuddha, Vasistha ~ImP£ is presented here as a lay

woman ( upiisikii), which makes the sequence of events more intelligible. 

Vasil?tha had lost six children, gone insane and become a naked vagrant. 

She then sees from afar the Buddha in the mango grove of Mithila. 

The Buddha arranges for her to receive an uttariisamga from Ananda 

before being taught. After reaching the fruit of srota-iipanna, Vasistha 

takes leave of the Buddha, returns to her house and has a seventh child. 

When this child too dies, she does not lose her serenity, to the surprise 

of her husband, the Brahmin Sujata :ffllilmii, who himself is in despair. 

Sujata receives teachings from his wife (and here ends the account in 

the Vyakhya but here also starts the Sundari Chapter of the Ther'igathii) 

and is sent by her to the Buddha. Sujata then becomes an arhat. His 

charioteer follows Sujata's example and enters the Buddhist order. The 

charioteer's vocation inspires a lengthy description, although the 

daughter Sundari ~~'E~~ is mentioned only as leaving the house in 

the company of her mother who was already upiisika. Vasisthacompares 

this family vocation to the flight of a great dragon with his sons and 

daughters. 

If we compare the narration translated by Gul)abhadra ( T 99) 

that I have summarized above, and thenarrationanonymouslytranslated 

at an earlier date (T 100), several differences should be noted. Besides 
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interesting differences in the vocabulary, more attention is given in the 

second version to the doctrinal exchange between the Buddha and 

Vasi~tha ~~k.U-f;. The Buddha compares her to a delicate white tissue 

easily tainted. Vasi~tha declares to the Buddha her wish to become 

upiisikii. Her husband is presented, in his first appearance, as ~*f~ji 

[or *f] liJ ( Bharat-raja?) and, at the end of the tale, as Brama-ga 

Bharaja ~*IF~ ~*I M. In the meantime, the Buddha has congratulated 

him on his name: "good birth" (~!E., Sk. Sujati or Sujata). After the 

vocation of the charioteer (called ~MH~, probably for Sa [~] rathi), 

we are told here about the vocation of Sundari ~~~fiJ, who declares her 

regret at being separated from her brothers and who wishes to follow 

her father as the small elephant follows the great elephant. Preceding 

that declaration by Sundari, another episode is also known to us through 

the Sundari Chapter in the Ther"igatha: Vasistha informs her daughter 

about her inheritance, i.e. governing the house fcl*, since her father 

has left the house. This second version is thus closer than the previous 

one to the Sundari Chapter. But the end of the tale in the Ther'igiitha, 

with Sundari becoming sikkhamiinii and meeting the Buddha, seems to 

exist only in the Pali tradition. 

A third version of the tale figures in the early sixth-century 

anthology Jinglii yixiang *~if:~;f§ (T2121). The title is the only original 

element: "Vasi~tha lamenting her child, becoming insane, listening to 

the Law and reaching the Way" ~IZYP-E£!r~"if/iiJ¥:ict~M:. It is a shortened 

version of the text translated by Gu-gabhadra. It is centered on the 

dialogue between the Brahmin and Vasi~tha after the death of the 

seventh child. A stanza spoken by the Buddha is introduced before the 

conclusion telling that the Brahmin reached arhatva and that his wife 

and his daughter Sundari (no mention of the charioteer) left the house 

and its extreme suffering. 
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The resurrection of the children in the Mahavibhii§ii [T no 1545, k. 83, 

p. 429b23-c7] 

The Mahiivibhii§ii account introduces a new, intensely dramatic 

and supernatural element to the story. The scene takes place in Mithila, 

in the mango grove of the god Mahesvara. The recovery of Vasisthi, 

the Brahmin lady ;t~~ffi" who has lost six children, follows a slow 

development. First, the sight from afar of the Buddha teaching the 

Dharma surrounded by a big crowd makes her "actually come to" ¥*~ 

1£~ (an expression used only in this account). Thereafter, feeling 

ashamed, she sits prostrated until the Buddha has Ananda give her a 

dress (not described as monastic dress). Then she kneels in front of the 

Buddha and sits to hear him. At this stage, the Buddha has the thought 

that, since Vasisthi is still drowning in the ocean of distress, she will 

not understand the ordinary Dharma as taught by the numerous Buddhas 

of the past. Thus, before making her understand the four holy truths 

through his teaching, the Buddha manifests his supernatural powers 

( 7f$)m, Sk. abhijiiii) and manifests her six children standing alive in 

front of their mother. Her joy at that vision stops her pain. The Buddha 

explains this and other miracles as "shades of benevolence" ~ ~ 

manifesting their effects as "loving acts" ~ $. The following tale 

includes a similar miracle; the resurrection of a Brahmin's son occurs 

for a Brahmin who had gone insane after losing his field and his son 

(variant: his wife, in an entry of the Da zhidu lun"~Jl where madness and 

nakedness are associated). Were these miracles unconvincing? It is 

· interesting to compare the miraculous account of the Mahiivibhii§ii 

with the story of Vasi~tha in the mahayanic Mahiiparinirviil}O;siitra, 

where the miracle does not occur, but the scene seems to be recreated 

and interiorised. 
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The Buddha kissed by Vasi~tha in the Mahiiparinirvii7Jasutra [Tno 374, 

k. 16, p. 458a10-22, T no 375, k. 14, p. 700a28-b11] 

This scene takes place in the longest part of this Mahayana 

scripture for which there is no correspondence in what is considered the 

core of the Mahiipariniruii7Jasutra, i.e., the few extant Sanskrit 

fragments, the short version of this scripture that Faxian 1*D (ea 340-

ca422) found in Pataliputra and translated in the early fifth century, 

and the short Tibetan version based on a Sanskrit originaPll. We are 

thus confronted with the extended Mahiiparinirvii7Jasutra that the 

translator Dharmak!?ema ~~~ (385-433), almost a contemporary of 

Faxian, brought from Kucha. We will see that there is an interesting 

difference between the versions in the "rough" Northern translation 

( T 374), attributed to Dharmak!?ema, and the more polished Southern 

version ( T 375), which bears the name of its revisers: Huiyan ~a& (363-

443), a disciple of Kumarajiva, and the famous poet Xie Lingyun ~= 

~ ( 385-433). 

Most of the story, which is spoken by the Buddha, is identical 
' 

in the two versions. The Brahmin lady Vasistha, from Sravasti, was 

devastated by the death of her beloved only child. "She had become 

mad, lost her self and was naked with no feeling of shame" :3I~L*'Ii. 

1..M!~~JfG. She wandered at the crossways, losing her voice calling, 

"Child, child, where did you go?" Running around tiredlessly she found 

herself, as an effect of her past merits, in front of the Buddha. (No 

mention is made of Mithila.) The Buddha declared that he felt pity !l:9 
~~'L' for her. "Seeing me, she imagined that I was her own son." ~p 

1~~ft1f1:.r~-- She recovered her "own spirit" *'L' and "embraced 

my body and kissed my mouth" "IW:frlft~q~~ftD. 

The last sentence of this moving scene has been partly censured 

in the more "literary" Southern version of the Mahiiparinirvii]Jasiltra. 

The kiss is replaced by a more neutral description: she embraced the 
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Buddha "as one does a beloved child" :tUJ~-=f¥*· 

The Buddha then asks Ananda to bring Vasi~tha a dress (not 

described as a monastic dress) so that she can be properly dressed when 

he teaches her the "core of the Dharma" ¥*~· Up to that point, we can 

interpret the mother's belief that she is seeing her son redivivus in the 

person of the Buddha as a kind of psychologicalization (French: "inte

riorisation ")of the miracle, told in the Mahavibhasfi of the(temporary?) 

resurrection of the six children. At the same time, there is also a 

"mahayanisation" of the scene. Filled with joy at hearing the Dharma, 

Vasistha produces the thought of Enlightenment ( bodhicittotpada), 

the first step in the career of a Bodhisattva. The Buddha then explains 

to his audience that truly he is not her son, she is not his mother, and 

the "embrace" 1iJt;f did not happen. The "strength of her good roots 

of benevolence" ;t%~~1t1:J made this woman able to face real life. With 

this, we have reached the shores of the Grand Vehicle. 

Conclusion 

To conclude, let me say that the ineluctability of death and the 

particular tragedy of the death of a child are part of the universal 

human experience. From a sad monologue of six stanzas in what seems 

to be an archaic part of the Ther'igatha, we have moved to a dramatic 

scene in a Mahayanasiitra of the Buddha being kissed by a woman who 

thinks he is her lost son resurrected. In the Buddhist literature based 

on oral tradition, one theme that must have been particularly powerful, 

especially for female audiences, is the sorrow of a bereaved mother, 

illustrated by the stories of Vasitthi, of Kisa Gotami and of Patacara, 

but also by tales about women not belonging to the world of the Ther'is. 

I will mention here only the much illustrated example (in Gandhara, 

in South-East Asia) of Maddi, the wife of Vessantara, whose two 

children were stolen by an evil Brahmin32l. Another drama of maternal 
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love is the tale of the ogress Hariti, whose last child was temporarily 

hidden under the Buddha's bowl33
l. The religious impact of the death of 

a child and his mother's grief is also the subject of the Japanese No 

drama, Sumidagawa. The story of Vasitthi can thus be considered a 

tale with universal meaning. Its variants illustrate an evolution in 

Buddhism. In regard to its tradition in the Indian languages, its place 

in the Ther~giithii is not unexpected, but it is remarkable that its stand 

ard Sanskrit version can be read only in the learned and rather unsenti

mental Abhidharmako$a-vyiikhyii of Y asomitra34l. 
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